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I want to do something in life
I want to write a verse of time
One may forget me
One may deny my existence
But my words will be recalled
By this river that have seen my heart
Flowing with so many thoughts
That even not counted,
That even not portrayed
Because of my restrain
That I have learned for years
And have observed people thoroughly
In the villages and in the towns
You may not have seen those unimportant factors
I have seen them with utter faith
That some day I will write for them
Too many words come to me but I fail to put them
In the order I have seen,
you may not find happiness
in that ,you may not find arguing facts between words and deeds
because they are conflicting in your mind
and you are always escaping them
just an old page of library
you see history is not made like that
what we see today shall not come back
shall not come back
we have tried to record those blank pages
but we have to realize them
as reality,
when I go to see the boats in the river
always see one man is driving
that soul in the midst of water
I find happiness in clear stream
They do not hurt anybody
They flow like life
Sometimes I feel worry about past
But I return immediately
To ponder over my words
They are my kin
As I am growing with time
Sky is getting larger
Than my belief
Actually I am getting closer
To that muse
Who has told me to draw natural imagery
From the tears of poor
I shall hide my desires
To find my path
To recall verse of birth.
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